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4. (4) 24.(2) 44.(4) 64.(2) 84.(2)

5. (5) 25.(4) 45.(1) 65.(1) 85.(2)

6. (3) 26.(5) 46.(2) 66.(4) 86.(2)

7. (1) 27.(5) 47.(4) 67.(4) 87.(1)

8. (4) 28.(2) 48.(1) 68.(2) 88.(3)

9. (2) 29.(3) 49.(3) 69.(4) 89.(3)

10. (3) 30.(1) 50.(4) 70.(5) 90. (3)

11.(5) 31.(1) 51.(1) 71.(3) 91. (3)

12.(4) 32.(3) 52.(2) 72.(3) 92. (5)

13.(3) 33.(4) 53.(3) 73.(5) 93. (2)

14.(2) 34.(3) 54.(4) 74.(1) 94.(2)

15.(5) 35.(3) 55.(1) 75.(5) 95.(5)

16.(5) 36.(2) 56.(3) 76.(4) 96.(2)

17.(3) 37.(3) 57.(1) 77.(5) 97.(1)

18.(3) 38.(1) 58.(4) 78.(1) 98.(2)

19.(3) 39.(3) 59.(5) 79.(3) 99.(2)

20.(3) 40.(4) 60.(2) 80.(2) 100.(4)  
 

HINTS & SOLUTIONS 
 
1. (2)   2. (5) 
3. (3)   4. (4) 
5. (5)   6. (3) 
7. (1)   8. (4) 
9. (2)   10. (3) 
11.(5) Clam up means to refuse to speak.  
12.(4) “are being tracked” is the correct phrase replacement.  
13.(3) brush up on means to improve, refresh one’s knowledge 

of something  
14.(2) Curtail means reduce in extent or quantity; impose a 

restriction on.  
15.(5) The sentence is grammatically correct.  
16.(5) The sentence is grammatically correct.  
17.(3) “with enhanced risk” is the correct phrase replacement.  
18.(3) Morphing means change smoothly from one image to 

another by small gradual steps using computer 
animation techniques.  

19.(3) “a safer place” is the correct phrase replacement. 
20.(3) “should be condemned” is the correct phrase 

replacement.  
21.(3) “defining” is the correct word replacement as it means 

state or describe exactly the nature, scope, or meaning 
of. Here, defining is used to describe a whistle-blower. 

Other options do not fit into sentence in context of their 
meanings.  

22.(4) “expose” is the correct word replacement as it means 
make (something) visible by uncovering it. It is to be 
noted that the verb it requires should be plural as the 
Subject it denotes is Plural (government officials). Hence 
based on Subject-Verb agreement and its meaning, 
option (4) is the correct choice.  

23.(1) “progressive” is the correct word replacement as it 
means happening or developing gradually or in stages. 
The phrase “progressive expansion” adds meaning to the 
paragraph. Hence option (1) is the correct choice.  

24.(2) “information” is the correct word replacement as it 
means what is conveyed or represented by a particular 
arrangement or sequence of things. Options (1), (3) and 
(4) can be easily eliminated as they can’t be obtained 
under RTI Act. Hence “on the basis of information they 
obtained under the Right to Information (RTI) Act” 
makes a good choice.  

25.(4) “empowered” is the correct word replacement as it 
means make (someone) stronger and more confident, 
especially in controlling their life and claiming their 
rights. Other options are neglected on the basis of their 
usage.  

26.(5) “privy” is the correct word in context of its usage in the 
sentence as it means sharing in the knowledge of 
(something secret or private). Hence (5) is the correct 
option.  

27.(5) “potential” is the correct word in context of its usage in 
the sentence as it means having or showing the capacity 
to develop into something in the future. The phrase 
“making every citizen a potential whistle-blower” adds 
meaning to the sentence. Hence (e) is the correct 
choice.  

28.(2) “concealing” is the correct word replacement as it 
means preventing (something) from being known; keep 
secret. “concealing the identity” makes an appropriate 
phrase and adds meaning to the sentence. Hence (2) is 
the correct choice.  

29.(3) “specifically” is the correct word replacement as it 
means in a way that is exact and clear; precisely. 
“specifically requested” makes the sentence complete 
and meaningful. Hence (3) is the correct choice.  

30.(1) “leaked” is the correct word replacement as it means 
intentionally disclosed (secret information). “the 
information was leaked” is the correct phrase to add 
meaning to the paragraph. Hence (1) is the correct 
choice.  
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31.(1) 

 

 

32.(3) 

 

 

33.(4) 

 

 

34.(3) 

 

 

35.(3) 

 

 

36.(2) Let expenditures on food & other items = Rs 2x & Rs 5x  
∴ 2x + 5x = 2590  
⇒ x = Rs 370  
∴ Expenditure on food = Rs 2 × 370 = Rs 740  
Expenditure on other items = Rs 1850  
New expenditure = 110% of 740 + 115% of 1850  
= 814 + 2127.50  = Rs 2941.50  
∴ Desired increase = Rs 2941.5 – 2590 = Rs 351.50  

37.(3) 

 

 

38.(1) 

 

 

39.(3) Reqd. No. of students = HCF of 1001 & 910 = 91  
40.(4) 

 

 

41.(3)  
18.6
100

 x 127000 = 23622 

42.(1) T. O.I readers in City ‘B’ = 
34.4
100

x 138000 = 47472 

 Hindu readers in City ‘E’ = 22.4
100

 x 108000 = 24192 

 Their difference= 47472 – 24192 = 23280 

43.(2) Telegraph  readers in City ‘E’ = 19.2
100

x 108000 = 20736 

 Telegraph readers in City ‘D’ = 20.2
100

 x 149000 = 30098 

 Required % = 
20736
30098

x 100 = 68.88% ;  69% 

44.(4) Total no. of H.T  readers  
23622 + 29256 + 29120 + 46786 + 30348 = 159132 

45.(1) T. O.I readers in City ‘D’ = 33.8
100

x 149000 = 50362 

 Hindu readers in City ‘A’ = 31.5
100

 x 127000 = 40005 

 Required % = 
50362 40005

40005
-

x 100 = 25.80% ;  26% 

46.(2) 
 
 

47.(4) 
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48.(1) 

 

 

49.(3) 

 

 

50.(4) 
 
 

51.(1) 

 
52.(2) 

 

 

53.(3) 
 
 

Note: The result of third pick doesn’t impact the 
probability of first two chances.  

54.(4) 

 

 

55.(1) 

 

 

56.(3) 
 
 

57.(1) 
 
 

58.(4) 
 
 

59.(5) 
 
 

60.(2) 

 

 

61.(1) 5 2856 3024x 111
7 17 24
´ + = +  

 120 + x = 126 + 111 
 x = 237 – 120 
 x = 117 

62.(2) 
4212 x

x 832
=  Þ  x2 = 4212 x 832 

 Þ  x2 = 3504384 
Þ  x = 1872 

63.(3) 1196 x 0.85 + 18
100

 x 2370 = x 

 1016.6 + 426.6 = x 
 Þ  x = 1443.2 

64.(2) 36084 586 x
0.13

- =  

 37800 586 x
13

- =  

 600 – 586 = 3 x Þ x = 2744 

65.(1) 
3846 x

1156 5625
6 100

+ = ´  

 Þ 56.25x = 641 + 34 

 x =
675

56.25
 

 x = 12 
66.(4) 

 

 

67.(4) 

 

 

68.(2) 

 

 

69.(4) 

 

 

70.(5) 

 

 

71-75. It is given that N is seated second to the right of L so 
there can be two possibilities. The person who scored in 
square digit sits at one of the extreme ends so he scored 
either 16 or 36 runs. M scored in square digit and is 
seated between the persons who scored 20 runs and the 
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one who scored equal to the sum of the score which is 
scored by L and Q.M does not sit at the extreme end so 
M scored either 16 or 36 runs and the immediate 
neighbours of M scored 20 and 35 runs. L and Q scored 
either 15 or 20 runs. O scored 12 and seated between N 
and P. L is not the neighbour of S. P did not score 18 and 
sits third to the right of S. L is immediate left of M who is 
not the neighbor of P. L sits third to the left of O. 

 
It is given that S sits second to the left of Q whose 
immediate neighbours face opposite direction. Q does 
not face north direction so case 2 will be eliminated. 
Hence R sits immediate right to S in case 1. R faces the 
same direction as L and P faces the same direction as N. 
so  R  faces  north.  P  faces  south  and  N  faces  South  as  
because immediate neighbour of Q faces opposite 
direction . L did not score 35 so L scored 20 runs and N 
scored 35 runs hence Q scored 15 runs. The person who 
scored 15 is seated between the persons who scored 10 
and the one who scored half of S hence S scored 36 runs 
so M scored 16 runs. P scored 10 runs and R scored 18 
runs. 

 
71.(3)   72.(3) 
73.(5)   74.(1)   75.(5) 
76-80. Step1: From the given definite conditions: - M sits 3 rd to 

the left of B. The one who got highest marks in the mains 
examination is sitting immediate right of N. O sits 2 nd to 
the left of N and does not face B .The one who got 
highest marks in the mains exam is neither M nor B. The 
one who got highest marks in pre exam got the highest 
marks in the mains exam as well. D have highest marks 
in  the  pre  exam,  so  from  this  it  is  clear  that  D  got  192  
marks in the mains exam. So from the given statement 
above we can deduced that N does not sit either 
immediate left or immediate right of M, so there are 
only two places where N can sit is 2 nd to the left of M 
and immediate right of B. And in the same way there are 
two places where O can sit as O sits 2 nd to the left of N. 
Hence there are two possible cases.  

        
Step  2:-  It  is  given  that,  the  one  who  got  122  marks  in  
the mains examination sits immediate right of O. The 
one who got 154 marks in the mains examination faces 

O. A got thrice the marks in mains examination what he 
got in the pre examination, So from these it is clear that 
A got 50 marks in Pre exam and 150 marks in the mains 
exam.  But  it  is  given  that  B  has  got  168  marks  in  the  
mains exam, and as in the 2nd case B has got 122 marks 
in the mains exam which can’t be possible so the 2nd 
case will be eliminated.  

       
Step 3:- Now it is given that, the one who got 138 marks 
in the mains examination is facing P. The one who got 
150 marks in the mains exam faces C. So C faces A as A 
got 150 marks in the mains exam as mentioned in step 1 
and there is only place where A can sit is immediate right 
of  M.  The  one  who  got  138  marks  in  the  mains  
examination is facing P, so P faces N. Two students who 
got half the marks in their pre examination what they 
got in their mains exam are immediate neighbours. So 
one of them is C as he got 122 marks in mains, and other 
student will be O, so O got 82 and 164 marks in the pre 
mains respectively.  

  
Step 4:- As it is given that, the difference in the marks of 
P and M what they got in pre exam is 8. P got 5 marks 
more  than  N  in  the  pre  exam,  so  from  these  two  
statements we can deduce that P got 64 and N got 59 
marks and M got 72 marks in the pre exam. Hence we 
deduce the final result. 

  
76.(4)   77.(5) 
78.(1)   79.(3)   80.(2) 
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81-85.  i.  It  is  given  that  The  Age  of  J  is  in  a  whole  square.  I  is  

older than J and the age of I is in an even number and 
not a whole square. The difference between the ages of 
K  and  M,  is  more  than  by  three  of  the  average  of  the  
ages of I and J. So there can be two possibilities-  
Case 1- When Age of J=25 years, Age of I= 50/42 years, 
so the average of the ages of I and J is not in a whole 
number,  so  this  case  will  be  eliminated  as  age  is  not  
possible in decimal number.  
Case 2-When Age of J =36 years, Age of I=50/42 years, so 
the average of the ages of I and J can be 43 or 39 years, 
so there can be two possibilities.  
ii. Case-2(a)- When Age of J= 36 years, Age of I =50 years 
so the average of ages of I and J=43 years  
The difference of ages of K and M=46 years, which 
cannot be possible by the given ages.so this case will be 
eliminated  
iii- Case-2(b)- When Age of J= 36 years, Age of I =42 years 
so the average of ages of I and J=39 years  
The difference of ages of K and M=42 years, so the ages 
of K and M is either 73 or 31 years.  
iv- G is older than M, who is not the youngest. H is older 
than M, so the final arrangement is-  

 
81.(1)   82.(4) 
83.(4)   84.(2)   85.(2) 
86.(2)  A < B < C £  D > E = F 
 i. D > B True  
 ii. F < D True  
 iii. C > A True 
87.(1) = /£  , > , < 
 A = B < C, A £  F £  E < D 
 All statements are true 
88.(3) Q < S ³ K > V = I 
 i. Q > I  False 
 ii. V < S True 
 iii. K > Q False 
89.(3) B = L < N > U£  O = F > R 
 i. B£  F – False 
 ii. F  U – Fals 
 iii. N < B – False 
90. (3)   91. (3) 
92. (5) Cannot find answer 
93. (2) From (ii) and  (iii) 
94.(2) From (ii) and  (iii) 
95.(5) 
96.(2) By using option (2) in the statement, we can see that’ 

M<N’ and ‘O≠G’ are definitely true.  
97.(1) He is 90 m away from his home. 

  
98-100. 

 

 

98.(2)   99.(2)   100.(4) 
 


